an invitation to dialogue about unintended pregnancy and abortion
unintended pregnancy is not simple or easy

"A baby would dramatically change my life."

"I am not ready for a child."

"I can't afford a child."

"I don't want to be a single mom."

"I have enough children already."

which circumstances concern you most?
unintended pregnancy is not simple or easy

"I was raped."
"My father is the father of my child."

(Unanticipated pregnancy complications are not simple or easy either.)

"There's a problem with my health."
"There's a problem with the health of the fetus."

which circumstances concern you most?
are we human beings with equal rights?

- sperm enters ovum
- fertilization (unique & complete human genome)
- 4 week embryo (heartbeat at 3 weeks)
- 7 week embryo (brainwaves at 6 weeks)
- 35 week fetus
- newborn
- adolescent
- young adult
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am I a human being with equal rights?

2 cell conceptus (24 hours)

implantation (6 days)

12 week fetus

18 week fetus

toddler

young child

elderly adult

more info
jfaweb.org/p5
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Warning:

The Next Two Pages Include Graphic Images of the Results of Abortion.

Viewer Discretion Advised.

Please Proceed with Caution.
is elective abortion

no photo available

medication abortion
(e.g. RU-486)

7 week embryo

10 week fetus

medical drawings
jfaweb.org/p6a

abortion procedures
jfaweb.org/p6b

simply a choice?
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is it a medical procedure

8 week embryo

11-12 week fetus

sources & facts
jfaweb.org/p7a

healing after abortion
jfaweb.org/p7b

or does it kill a human being?
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what can you and I do to help?

start the conversation

- @7conversations
- share this brochure

civilize the conversation

We can’t have a real, productive conversation about this until we acknowledge that most pro-choice people love children and most pro-life people love women. What we disagree on is definitions. Virtually no one thinks it’s okay to murder babies, but if a fetus is not defined as a baby or an individual then pro-life people seem heartless. Virtually no one thinks it’s okay to force a woman to do something with/ to her body against her will, but if a fetus is not defined as part of a woman’s body but a person, pro-choice people seem heartless.

Now let’s talk! Recognizing what you and I can disagree about this definition + both be loving people! Let’s talk science!

- listen to understand
- ask questions with an open heart
- find common ground when possible

free speech board, Colorado State University, April 2017
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what can you and I do to help?

stop the violence

stop the violence against women

• speak out against rape
• speak out against domestic violence
• speak out against policies that harm women

stop the violence against children

• start the conversation
• civilize the conversation
• make a case for equal rights for the unborn

stop the violence against those who differ

• join JFA in condemning all abortion-related violence

explore solutions
jfaweb.org/p9a

kindle affection for the forgotten

more info
jfaweb.org/p9b
(Use this space for additional comments.)
What is your response?

(continue on the reverse)

Name

Permanent Address

City  State  Zip

Phone

Email

School

Year of Grad.  Major

Date

☐ I want to help. (Describe below.)

Justice For All
113 N. Martinson, Wichita, KS  67203
316-689-3704

Give This Card to a JFA Representative,
Mail it in, Or Submit Comments Online:
www.jfaweb.org/debate2dialogue
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kindling affection
for the forgotten
beginning with
women in distress
the smallest humans on earth
and those who differ in
appearance or beliefs

jfaweb.org/invitation
You have been reading the virtual version of Justice For All's "Invitation to Dialogue" Brochure (v. 1.01).

This brochure is currently in research and development. Share comments and suggestions for improvement at www.debate2dialogue.org.

Download the brochure or request a paper version at www.jfaweb.org/brochure.
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